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if visiting the city during the holidays, you know
those times when everything is hectic and youre
rushing to get to a holiday party on time? nextride
makes it easy to have an enjoyable, relaxing ride to
the party-and beyond! the app (for ios and android
phones) can connect you to more than 100
operators that can take you anywhere in the
philadelphia area. you can choose routes, departure
and arrival times, use credit cards, and find maps
and reviews before the ride. the app even allows
you to set up mini trips to different destinations-a
perfect way to visit a few spots without committing
to an entire tour. do you love photography, but dont
know where to start? the library of congress offers
it answers on its helpful free photography tours.
available in partnership with the metropolitan
museum of art, these tours are insightful and fun.
other options are a what to wear when taking a
photographic tour (because you want to look your
best) and a philly photo walks walkabout, which
takes participants to neighborhoods and great
photo opportunities in the city. in addition to these
onsite tours, users can also ask questions and
discover subjects that interest them on the free
online ask the experts community. the audubon
society s philadelphia area birding tours are a great
way to connect with nature. led by experts, guests
can board vans, pick up maps and binoculars, and
drive to favorite vantage points across the city. the
organization s insiders tour takes you through
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suburban wooded parks and offers a relaxing
opportunity to spot a wide range of birds. for the
busy urbanite, the philadelphia zoo offers birders
express guided bus tours to the five birds of prey a–
falconry, kestrels, hawks, owls and vultures–at each
of its 26-acre grounds. guests can board the bus at
the zoo s entry entrance, then use binoculars or a
birding guide to learn about their looks, habitats,
and preservation.
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